
 

 

ASSIGNMENT II (due 12.10.2017) 

VARIATIONS ON A SIMPLE THEME 

 
Partial photo of Ilhan Koman's  sculpture "Whirlpool" (1975-80; Ilhan Koman – Titanium, ,137 x 125 x 87 cm) 

The main task is to build a three dimensional rhythmic organization and define parametric relations with  

the help of digital tools. 

  

 

DETAILS 

 

25.10 Monday 
 
 

Photographing Rhythm: Observe and document visual and three-dimensional rhythms 
you perceive in the environment as you stroll to Yapı Kredi Kültür Sanat Merkezi. 
Environment, in the context of this assignment, includes various scales and both the built 
and natural environs. You can wander from a small object to the horizon line. Criteria for 
what to photograph is up to you. Nevertheless, you are advised to focus on 
characteristics such as the clarity of the elements that constitute a rhythm, the 
hierarchical richness of the repeating relations, differences and harmony between the 
parts. The purpose of each photograph should be to present and frame in the best way 
possible the definition of the rhythm that you observe. You are asked to present only 
three photographs to the class. These photographs can be of very different three rhythms 
or different definitions of the same rhythm (as seen from different perspectives, or at 
different scales, or with different features emphasized, etc.) You can play with the color 
and tones of your photographs to clarify what you want to convey. 
Deliver printouts of each photograph as portrait (vertical orientation) A4 sheets. (Margins 
should be minimal, final page should be exactly A4). 
Combine your digital photographs in a vertical fashion and submit one file in jpg format 
with resolution at 72 dpi and 21cm (A4 size) across the top and 89,1cm on the side. 
Pick one of the photographs to write a directive of it. You will then abstract the 
photograph, keeping in mind the parameters of the directive and its rhythmic features 
and relations onto an A3 sheet. Due Thursday 28 September 13:30. 
 
 
  

  

 

 

 



 

28.10 Thursday  Lecture (by Mine Özkar): İlhan Koman, with focus on Infinity Series, its analysis, and 
visual/material rules. 
 
Studio discussion: Following the analysis of Koman’s Infinity Series, what are the rules 
that the artist uses to create the whole? What are the repeating relations between the 
design elements and groups of elements? Can you express these visually?  
 
Studio exercise: Design a planar unit, using white Bristol paper, assemble multiples of it in 
a 3D composition. Try to foresee that you may change the size or adapt certain features, 
or relations as units come together. What roles do the planar units and the volumes they 
create play in forming a whole? Use white Bristol paper to build your units. What are the 
repeating relations between the design elements and groups of elements? Can you 
express these visually? 
  

02.10 Monday Workshop on digital modeling and parametric systems 
 
Transform the planar unit into a solid. Continue with the exercise. 
 
Crits – visual documentations that complement the process 
 

05.10 Thursday Organize in space about 25-30 of the designed unit in organizing a whole using some of 
the rules you have learnt from Koman’s series and taking into consideration concepts 
such as rhythm and variation. Systematically analyse the pairs of units and classify the 
relations you have designed for each pair. As larger groups than pairs form in your 
composition, start analyzing and considering hierarchical relations as well. Please 
remember that the volumes that your units define as you assemble them are also your 
design elements. Visual documentation of the systematic steps and elements, and their 
relations is of utmost importance.  
 
Workshop continues. 
 
Crits – visual documentations that complement the process (2D) 
 

09.10 Monday Crits – visual documentations that complement the process (DM) 
 

12.10 Thursday Review (jury format) 

 


